Hospitalization
Mortality/Life Participation
Comorbidities/Complications
Mental Health
Hospitalization
Symptoms
Biochemical

Outcomes Group

Re-evaluating and reframing life
Intensified kidney consciousness
Battling unrelenting and debilitating burdens
Dreading upheaval and constraints
Taboo and unspoken concerns

Kidney Function/ESKD
Making the most of life left
Confronted with impending death
Enabling self-management to prevent disease progression
Resigned to a bleak future
Problems unaddressed in time-limited consultation

Mortality/Life Participation
Repercussions on cardiovascular health
Mentally and emotionally incapacitated
An uncertain and precarious trajectory
Enduring embarrassing and taboo issues

Comorbidities/Complications
Fear of dialysis

Mental Health
Trauma of hospitalization

Hospitalization
Impairing life activities and goals

Symptoms
Vague implications